Frozen
The water that splashed out of the pool when he dived
in, the closing mimosa leaves as his fingers ran over the
shrub, the fruit half eaten by a monkey that the rat was
about to pounce upon, the child that ran over the green
lawns after school… all stood frozen.
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A moment was captured.
Words flowed down the nib of pen, the shutter clicked a
thousand pictures before that perfect one and a play of
Frozen
illustrations brought about an ensemble... It was an archive
of the
frozen moment that passed. It was a documentation,
The water that splashed out of the pool when he dived in, the closing mimosa leaves
as his
anpounce
expression and a publication, which would now be the
fingers ran over the shrub, the fruit half eaten by a monkey that the rat was about to
upon, the child that ran over the green lawns after school… all stood frozen.
sole witness of probably the most insignificant or the most
celebrated event in landscapes. It would be a nostalgia,
helping fall back in love with snapshots that motivate to
A moment was captured.
capture more every day.
Words flowed down the nib of pen, the shutter clicked a thousand pictures before that perfect
one and a play of illustrations brought about an ensemble… It was an archive of the frozen
moment that passed. It was a documentation, an expression and a publication, which would
now be the sole witness of probably the most insignificant or the most celebrated event in
landscapes. It would be a nostalgia, helping fall back in love with snapshots that motivate to
capture more everyNewarch
day.
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HOLD

CELL

VIDE O S

Newarch Landscapes launched 3 cells
- Newarch EDU – the academic cell,
Newarch INK – the publication cell,
Newarch UNLEARN – the interactive
cell; in 2018. Newarch INK captures the
power of video; its ability to engage
and inspire, entertain and educate.
It conveys the motive and working of
these cells in an easily digestible, highly
shareable format.

IN

CONV ERSATI ONS

“If everything exists within landscape, then landscape architects
must learn everything.”
With a view to broaden the scope of landscape architecture,
INK chooses to the mode of conversations. While expressions
play the role of catalyst for innovations, conversations and
documentation helps in reaching out to the society.

M I LI ND

THATTE:
ON
WARLI
COMMUNI TY , TRI BAL RI GHTS AND
LIFESTY LE
Member at Tribal Advisory Council, Maharashtra State
| Founder Vayam
The video speaks of the practices and way of living of
the ‘progressive’ community of Warli tribe. The customs
of a marriage ceremony, seven days meditation in
forest, the Tarpa dance, forest remedies, food festivals
and the barter system are but, few glimpses of the
video.

The cells videos reflect the work culture at Newarch - full of enthusiasm, collaborative and
meritorious.

S UB H A GYA

R AVAL

The scholar:
Subhagya Raval | Master’s
Landscape Architecture

O TH E R
in

The highlight:
I feel public spaces are timeless.
They evolve, mature and grow.

Milind Thatte is Master of community mobilisation. Writer at will. Motivator
at large. Working with Indian rural youth in more than 100 villages, leading
a movement of democratic self-rule in remote villages of northern Western
Ghats.

CO NVE RS ATIO NS

Madhusudhan:
on ESSEL WORLD, BIRD PARK
Gurunath Dalvi:
on GURU-SHISHYA BONDS

From left to right:Gurunath Dalvi, Anand Lamdhale, Vivek Bhole

Anand Lamdhade:
on BONDS AND INNOVATIONS
Vivek Bhole:
on FRIENDSHIP AND COLLABORATIONS

M EE T Y OU R L ANDS C AP E
AR C H I T E CT S

An initiative by ISOLA Mumbai,
‘Meet your landscape architect’
is an expression to elevate
the profession of landscape
architecture. Enthusiastic and
ambitious landscape architects
with more than 5 years but less
than 15 years of experience talk
about their understanding, their
philosophies, their work and endless
associations to landscapes. A
series of crafted videos unfold one
of the most aspiring professions of
the globe.

THE
VISION

B HAK TI THAK OOR
The scholar:
Bhakti Thakoor | Master’s
Landscape Architecture

in

The highlight:
Relations developed, interactions
were born, communities were
formed… the corporate park
spelled a style statement as well.

A NU S H RE E CH ITNIS
The scholar:
Anushree Chitnis| Master’s in Landscape
Architecture | Permaculturist
The highlight:
Permaculture grows and forms a way
of life – it is more than producing food.
Recognizing patterns in nature creates a
map for locating yourself in the canvas!

Permaculture is a set
of design principles
centered on whole
systems
thinking,
simulating, or directly
utilizing the patterns
and resilient features
observed in natural
ecosystems.

P ROJEC T
Although photography misses on
the temporal dimension, it is one of
architect’s favourite tools to convey
architecture. Photography is still one
of the most widely used means of
representation and communication
in landscape architecture. Newarch
INK captures the timeless character
of landscapes; and utilises the best
of it in videography, documentation,
publications, website content and
social media.

A humble illustration of Landscape design projects by
Newarch Landscapes LLP
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E V ENTS
Event photography is a fun and
exciting niche that INK explores;
for inhouse, business development
purposes as well as a paid venture.

EDU

While most of us question the application
of academic knowledge in our professional
life, The Newarch EDU cell bridges the gap
between academics and the professionals.
Newarch INK designs, promotes, publishes
the EDU programs and contents; and
attempts to reach out to the maximum in
profession.

U N L E A RN
Newarch Unlearn is a platform
for collaboration, for culture
cultivation, design development
through
innovative
methods.
The purpose has always been to
empower the team, make leaders
and create memories. The INK lens
captures and documents activities,
interactions and learning Saturdays
at Newarch.

Watercolor painting workshop at
Newarch Unlearn.

IMPRINTS

2 0 :8 0
As Newarch completes the
milestone of ‘20 years’ towards
its mission of performing for 100
years, 20:80 is a publication
celebrating the past. This
monograph is a compilation of
20 stories out of the extensive
20 years that the company has
established and grown through.
The stories of the team, the office,
the people, the concepts, the
projects – both those that have
set a benchmark and those that
have been learning towards a
successful practice.

20:80 Monograph was released on May 1st, 2018 at
Newarch Landsacpes LLP

THAT IMPACT

The Winter Edition 2018: Glimpses, is a compilation of
successfully completed projects since 2015 to 2018.

E D I TI ONS
Flip the pages, or immerse yourself into the
contents… glance through the photographs or
dive into the details… The Summer and Winter
editions for Newarch Landscapes LLP talk of the
design projects at the office. These publications
capture the latest design developments, project
profiles, upcoming projects and associated
endeavours.

NEWSLETTER
At a workplace, you might be jampacked with
information from multiple sources, including the web,
email, newsletters, and bulletin boards. To paraphrase
a typical employee’s plea: “Just tell me where we
are going, how we will get there, what my role is, and
what’s in it for me. I shall analyse it at my own pace.”
INK newsletters bring to you just what’s needed.
What does Newarch and its 3 cells do? How can you
be a part of it and be a Newarcher? Find it right here
on www.newarcher.in or drop in an email on ink@
newarchllp.com to subscribe!
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P RO F ILE S
N e w a r c h
project stories,
from concepts
to details all find
their place in the
profile boards.

W E BSIT E
People are online! Statistics have shown that about 2.2
billion people used the internet, that is nearly a third of
the earth’s population. This brings a huge responsibility
on the websites to perform and elevate their content.
INK designs content for www.newarchllp.com and www.
newarchers.in , as an important marketing strategy for
global exposure.

The Newarch
website is a
potpourri of
principles,
projects, team
members
and so much
more. It is
a reflection
of ‘We
Newarchers’.

CURATE

I DAC
January 29th, 30th, 31st, 2020
IDAC stands for Infrastructure, Development, Architecture and
Construction; and is an event that promotes the construction industry
and its stakeholders. IDAC introduces an exclusive Landscape
Architecture pavilion. for the 1st time in India.
‘In a world of nearly infinite content, curation plays a key role.’
Curated by Mr Hrishikesh Phadke – Chief Cultural Officer Newarch
Landscapes and supported by INK, the pavilion focuses on upgrading
the profession of Landscape in the Indian scenario. Three-day
event would be a melange of seminars, participative workshops –
‘Workstations’, project presentations by principal architects, product
presentations, World Café and MLA to be.
INK believes
If natural systems are to be a part of urban planning,
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS are part of the solution

TO

I SOLA:
OF

I ND I AN
SOC I ETY
LAND SC APE
ARC HI TEC TS

ISOLA is the largest professional body of
landscape architects in India. Newarch INK
is pleased to be associated with the ISOLAMumbai Chapter for graphic works, content
and event concepts.

Hrishikesh Phadke - Chief Cultural Officer - Newarch Landscapes LLP on ‘How
do we learn - Learning Landscapes’ at IDAC knowledge series-Baroda and Jaipur.

The 15MM Discussion by ISOLA Mumbai - a module designed for focused group
discussion for productive conclusion.
Purpose: To build collaborative force for upgrading the role of landscape
architecture in city development.
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L AN D SCA PE

M U S I NG S

ACROSS
3. Tree representing the Buddha, 3rd Century
BCE, Sanchi, Madhya Pradesh
5. One of the fastest-growing plant
6. First planned city in India
7. This state has the longest coastline in India
DOWN
1. Plant of life
2. Best natural remedy for killing rats
4. Most polluted city of the world according to World Air
Quality Report and Greenpeace
5. African traders & slaves brought this tree to India, where
it is the Kalpavriksh - the tree of life

W ILDE RNE S S

AS CU LTU R AL LAND SC APE

E VO LVING ME ANING S A ND TRAD I TI ONAL GOV ERNANC E
Wilderness is defined as a tract of land officially protected from development and other
high-impact human activities. While humans form a part of a complete ecosystem,
their degree and nature of impact is variable. For nature dependent communities viz.
the Warli tribe, the survival and livelihood are a result of natural produce, its judicious
utilization, and hence cannot sustain independently. Narration of folktales, practice of
rituals and myths are, but Warli community’s reactions to the humility towards conserving
this natural produce. They are rooted to the land and the forces of nature, and hence
convey a sense of gradual evolution with geography and climatic zones. The tribe
displays a way of living that respects the forces of nature, its behavior, its seasons,
its produce and is bonded by a common feeling of integrity and cohesiveness. The
human engagement with nature strictly practices dignity of labor with minimum harm
to it; unless an intervention of external force. These values are emphasized through
examples of the worship of the tiger god, meditation through knowledge sharing in
the wild, position and upliftment of women in the society, conflict resolution, decision
by consensus and not by majority and the sacred groves to define the term ‘adivasi’
holistically. The paper explores association of Warli communities and the forest to
economic framework of semi-barter systems, to celebrations, to occupations and
trade, and to governance/ administration. It states that unlike the cities, the forests
and likewise tribal communities are perishable if isolated. It would eventually question
the definition of ‘sustainable’ living.
wilderness. (n.d.) American Heritage® Dictionary of the English Language, Fifth Edition.
(2011). Retrieved August 13 2019 from https://www.thefreedictionary.com/wilderness

INK
DOWN
1 Tulsi
2 Owls
4 Gurugram
5 Baobab
ACROSS
3 Cluster fig
5 Bamboo
6 Jaipur
7 Gujarat
Answers

LANDSCAPE
MU SI NGS

HIGHLIGHTS

Newarch Landscapes
https://www.
linkedin.com/in/
newarch%C2%AElandscapes-llp316bb08b/

NEWARCH
Landscapes LLP
https://www.
facebook.com/
newarch.landscapes

@newarchlandscapesllp
https://instagram.
comnewarchlands
capesllp?igshid=1l1
zof5ocssw3

Journey of Ink
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NEWARCH®

Years
Completed LANDSCAPE LLP was founded by Ar Hrishikesh Phadke in

1999. With a vision to successfully function for 100 years, the
organisation is committed towards translating the needs of the
community and the environment into sustainable solutions.

Edu

Thane

CELLS
of Newarch

Unlearn

Ink

Newarch expands into holistic development of the
field of landscapes through publications. Ink is the
expression, telling stories of landscape, design and
architecture; and everything that relates to it. The
field of landscape is boundless with its scope in the
construction, education, environment, urban planning
sectors, to name a few. An effort to engulf these
under one roof and promote awareness and networking
for the profession forms the motive of the publication
cell.

Andheri

More
than

Services

Dadar

More
than

2

6

Chembur

Mahim

Videography
Photography
Script writing
Print and digital media
Graphics: Logo design, poster making
Content research, development and writing

Events curated

Curation – unearthing quality content that adds
value to the profession of landscape design.
INK aims to be at an influential position and
to accelerate valuable relationships, content and
profession to a great extent.

Navi
Mumbai
Karjat
Kamshet

More
than

30

Site photo shoots

Newarch lens captures designed, built
environment, how we control it; what we
think of as beauty, cultural influences,
and the market implications of a designed
landscape.

UPCOMING EVENTS

MEET YOUR

IDAC

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

Be a part of the first ever landscape pavilion
in India for the B-B level – IDAC (Infrastructure,
Development, Architecture, Construction).
With Newarch INK as one of the curators, IDAC
Mumbai will be held on 30th, 31st, January and
1st February 2020.

An initiative by ISOLA Mumbai, ‘Meet your
landscape architect’ is an expression
to elevate the profession of landscape
architecture. Enthusiastic and ambitious
landscape architects with more than 5 years
but less than 15 years of experience talk about
their understanding, their philosophies, their
work and endless associations to landscapes.
A series of crafted videos unfold one of the
most aspiring professions of the globe.

To get featured, write to us at : ink@newarchllp.com

More
than

20

Professionals Interviewed
Interactions lead to collaborations in
creative process, and jointly influence
the public realm. In-conversations by
Newarch INK is to link the landscape
architects, their principles, their
practices and methodologies in a
common web of understanding.

OUTDOOR EVENTS
While the cell interacts with the professionals
across varied fields, the most important of it all
is interaction with the outdoors. We encourage
the Newarchers to be a part of finished and
unfinished project walks. Interactions with
the experts and team building outdoor
experiences.
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